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....not for naught....

Sometimes I work hard and then all that I have accomplished 
appears to go for naught – but I am hoping not  –  ? I created 5 or 6 

patterns custom for someone (the individuals I communicate with to draw up church patters 
sort of become my e-friends, at least I feel that way) and finished them, and then all things 
changed, the patterns, originally portrait format, quite tall for their width, became instantly 
almost worthless, since the building was changed where they were to be housed.  I do these 
church patterns gratis, and as a worship and learning experience, but I was truly 
disappointed that my the greatest part of my efforts were going down the drain and I was 
committed to another week of drawing.

I needed to redraw them as landscape, and very wide indeed. I felt my enthusiasm 
(en theos – literally, my “in god-ness”) went right out the window. I can only trust that my 
efforts will be used by someone, somewhere, as they were truly a gift now unwanted, and 
my desire to remake these does not even show on the register... ha ha. 

But, so wonderfully, I began to google how to 
adapt the next pattern to a very wide format, and 
was wondering what I could add to the sides that 
would be historically accurate (as best I could be 
given that 2100 years have elapsed) and I spent two 
awesome hours investigating that looking north on 
the east side of Jerusalem there is the Sheep Gate 
(now called the Lion’s Gate) so appropriately and on 
the right was a likely spot for Golgotha.
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Dail-e-bread May
 
       

dail- -breade
"Man shall not live by bread alone
but by every word that proceeds
from the mouth of God”

June 2016 ‘s calendar is about the 
phrases that include -  “may the Lord”. 
A scroll and temple columns stained 
glass pattern was used for the image
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